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BRUSHO® ACRYLIC MIST SPRAYS 
AND 

BRUSHO® ACRYLIC SHIMMER SPRAYS 
 Exclusively manufactured by Colourcraft C & A Limited - Brusho® 

Acrylic Mist Sprays and Brusho® Acrylic Shimmer Sprays have been 
uniquely formulated using a brand new acrylic system. 

 They are very versatile and produce stunning results in rich vibrant 
colours ideal for creative projects on any porous surface such as paper, 
card, board, in silk paper making, on Bondaweb®, Lutradur®, and on 
fabrics such as silk where they leave a soft handle.   

 The Acrylic Mist Sprays are available in a range of 18 beautiful, intense 
colours.  

 For adding a touch of lustrous shimmer, try the range of 11 luscious 
shimmer sprays.  They also contain extra lustre pigments to create 
outstanding effects. 

 The bottles are non clogging and although the lustre pigment in the 
Shimmer Sprays mixes in easily by gently shaking the bottles from side to 
side, there is also a tiny stainless steel ball to help the process. 

 The uniquely formulated acrylic base acts with the lustre pigment                                        
to enhance its effect and help it adhere to the surface it is sprayed on to. 

 Brusho® Acrylic Mist Spray and Brusho Acrylic® Shimmer Spray are 
Non Toxic, VOC and Oil Free, Acid Free – even Wheat and Gluten Free. 

 They are manufactured in the UK by:  
Colourcraft C & A Limited 

 
Hints and Tips: 
For a fine, even mist, spray from a distance whilst moving across the surface.  It 
is also helpful to periodically wipe away any droplets that form on the nozzle. 
For a droplet or beading effect, hold the spray closer the surface of the work. 
Once a background has been created using the mist and shimmer sprays, stamp, 
sew or add other mediums over the top to create additional interest and texture. 
Alternatively, add the shimmer sprays to create extra shimmer to an almost 
completed craft project. 
Spray through stencils or use masking tape to create designs. 
Use in conjunction with resists such as Colourcraft C & A Limited Acrylic Wax. 
Extra effects can be achieved by layering colours. 
Wipe the nozzle with a damp cloth after use. 

 
Information given in this publication, or as otherwise supplied, is believed to be 
accurate and is given in good faith but without guarantee as we have no control 
over conditions of use & individual application. 

Catalogue available 


